A new proposal for synchronization and communication in parallel programs is presented. The proposal synthesizes and extends aspects of procedures, coroutines, critical regions, messages, and monitors. It provides a single notation for parallel programming with or without shared variables and is suited for either shared or distributed memory architectures. The essential new concepts are operations, input statements, and resources. The proposal is illustrated by the solutions of a variety of parallel programming problems; its relation to other parallel programming proposals is also discussed.
INTRODUCTION
There is by now widespread agreement on a few basic concepts of sequential programming: assignment, composition (e.g., ;), alternation (e.g., if), iteration (e.g., do), and procedures. There is also widespread agreement that the process is a basic concept of parallel programming and that process communication and process synchronization are the two other fundamental issues. However, there is not yet agreement on the appropriate mechanisms for parallel programming. This results from the rapid changes in the field, the lack of a widely recognized set of selection criteria, the immense variety of applications and hardware architectures, and the diversity of philosophies about how systems should be structured.
Processes can communicate in two basic ways: directly by exchanging messages or indirectly by reading and writing shared variables. Processes can also synchronize in two basic ways: directly by explicit signaling or indirectly by testing and setting shared variables. Numerous communication and synchronization mechanisms have been proposed, each of which combines the above possibilities in different ways: semaphores [9] , conditional critical regions [6, 21] , messages [3, 6, [12] [13] [14] 27] , event counts and sequencers [33] , monitors [5, 20, 28] , modules [36] , path expressions [7, 16] , managers [23J, input/output commands [19] , common procedures [4] , and entries [32] . Underlying each choice of mechanism is a different philosophy about the relationship between processes. The various mechanisms and philosophies can be illustrated by considering the characteristics of and differences among those that are based on monitors, those that are based on buffered messages, and those that are based on synchronous {unbuffered) messages.
Monitors have been used as the process interaction mechanism in Concurrent PASCAL [5] , MESA [28] , and MODULA [36] {which calls them interface modules). Programs in these languages contain active processes, which execute statements, and passive monitors, which define procedural operations and protect shared variables from concurrent access. Processes communicate by calling monitor procedures and synchronize (within monitors) by explicit signaling. Because monitors are passive, they are best suited for hardware architectures where one or more processors share memory. The advantage of monitors is that they support hierarchically organized systems that consist of levels of abstract machines. With respect to process interaction, the essential difference between Concurrent PASCAL on the one hand and MESA and MODULA on the other is that Concurrent PASCAL prohibits simultaneous access to shared variables, whereas the other two do not. MESA and MODULA are examples of languages that provide a tool for mutual exclusion but give the programmer the freedom to allow concurrent access when the situation warrants.
Buffered messages have been used as the process interaction mechanism in actors [3] , GYPSY [14] , PLITS [12, 13] , and a recent proposal by Liskov [27] . In such languages, processes are largely self-contained modules that communicate solely by exchanging messages. Since messages are passed by value and no shared variables are allowed, these languages are readily suited to hardware architectures where processors do not share memory [12, 27] . (They can, of course, also be implemented on shared memory architectures.) Since messages are buffered, processes synchronize only when a process attempts to send a message and buffer space is exhausted or when a process attempts to receive a message and none is available.
The final class of proposals consists of those based on synchronous {unbuffered) message passing. These include communicating sequential processes (CSP) [19] , distributed processes (DP) [4] , and ADA [32] . In CSP, processes interact by means of input/output commands. Communication is synchronized by delaying an input {output) command in one process until a matching output (input) command is executed by another process. Since input commands are executable statements, a key attribute of CSP is that each process can explicitly control when it will accept an input command. DP differs from CSP in that processes in DP communicate by means of common (shared) procedures, which may return results, rather than by the more primitive input/output commands of CSP. In essence, CSP integrates processes and message passing, whereas DP integrates processes and monitors. ADA combines and generalizes aspects of CSP and DP; processes communicate by shared variables, shared procedures, or entries. Entries are basically procedures that are declared and executed by one process when called by another. Synchronization in ADA is similar to that in CSP; a process can explicitly control when it will accept entry calls. Each of these languages is suited to distributed computations; ADA is also suited to conventional systems that share variables. An interesting aspect of each of these languages is that synchronization is controlled by statements based on Dijkstra's guarded commands; the author(s) of each language have independently decided that, for synchronization, Boolean expressions are preferable to explicit signals (e.g., semaphores or condition variables).
Each of the above proposals and underlying philosophies is adequate for its intended purpose. However, each has a restricted domain of application. This paper presents a new proposal, called Synchronizing Resources (SR), which unifies and generalizes the above approaches, and, consequently, is suited to both conventional and distributed systems. It is the result of a search for a common denominator that is primitive enough to be easily understood and implemented yet powerful enough to provide a high-level, structured solution to a wide variety of parallel programming problems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the philosophy, structure, and mechanisms of SR. Sections 3-5 present solutions to numerous parallel programming problems; many are familiar communication and scheduling problems, but others are included to illustrate the range of application. Section 6 examines the relationship between SR and other programming concepts, including procedures and classes as well as other synchronization proposals, and discusses semantic and implementation issues. Finally, Section 7 makes a few concluding remarks.
BASIC CONCEPTS
The main contribution of SR is to provide a small, integrated set of mechanisms for programming a wide variety of parallel systems. The essential ideas are the following:
(1) A system, hence a program, consists of a set of resources that define operations. Resources may be loosely connected, as in a distributed system, or closely related, as in a hierarchically organized system.
(2) Internally, a resource consists of one or more processes that implement operations together with the variables, if any, that they share. Processes in different resources interact only by means of operations; processes in the same resource cooperate using operations or shared variables.
(3) Operations are a generalization of procedures and message passing. They are defined by in statements, which are based on Dijkstra's guarded commands [10] and are activated by either send statements, which are like message sends, or call statements, which are like procedure calls.
(4) Processes synchronize and schedule their execution of operations by means of Boolean expressions and arithmetic expressions, respectively. No explicit signaling mechanism and no explicit queues are required.
Each of these ideas is now described in detail. where the brackets indicate that the enclosed unit is optional and the braces denote zero or more repetitions of the enclosed unit. Many view parallel systems as consisting of levels (or layers) of virtual machines. At each level, a programmer implements a set of resources by employing operations defined by lower levels. For example, the kernel level of an operating system is implemented by employing hardware operations and in turn provides a set of logical resources and operations for use by other portions of the operating system and by user programs. Using SR, one can program any of the levels, including those that interface to hardware. In short, the SR philosophy is that parallel programs provide, contain, and are implemented in terms of resources.
Programs

Resources
A resource is a collection of processes and the variables they share. A resource contains at least one process; it optionally contains permanent (ALGOL own) variables shared by the processes, as well as statements to initialize the permanent variables. Its purpose is to encapsulate its permanent variables and processes. It does so by constructing a wall around them such that operations provide the only gates through the wall. Operations are declared within processes (see Section 2.4); those named in the define clause are exported from the resource. Processes external to the resource can invoke the exported operations; processes internal to the resource can invoke operations exported by other resources. (Processes in a resource can also invoke operations declared by other processes in the same resource, as described in Section 2.3.) The define clause has the form
For each exported operation, the range and restrictor are optional. The range is used to denote that a family of identical operations, one per element of the range, is being exported; it is used when an operation is declared within a process family (see Section 2.4). The restrictor is used to specify a restriction on the way in which the operation may be invoked. The possible restrictor specifications are {call}, {send}, or {call, send}; the default is {call, send}, which imposes no restrictions. If a range is specified in the resource heading, a family of identical resources is created, one for each value in the specified range. A specific instance is denoted by name [i] where name is the resource name and i is a value in the range. Within an instance, the special variable myresource contains the identity of the resource.
If a resource contains one process, that process has exclusive access to the permanent variables of the resource. When a greater degree of concurrency or a finer degree of mutual exclusion is required, a resource may contain more than one process, and the processes may share resource variables. It has become fashionable to preclude all concurrent access to variables, but doing so precludes efficiently solving numerous parallel programming problems such as readers/ writers [8] , in-place buffer access [20] , and on-the-fly garbage collection [11, 15] . Although concurrent access should occur only when it is both beneficial and safe, it seems overly restrictive and unnecessary to prohibit it. SR allows concurrent access but only within a resource and only with respect to the permanent variables. The extent of sharing is therefore localized and identifiable. The one critical assumption is that each reference (read or write) to a permanent scalar variable (integer, etc.) or scalar component of an array or record is atomic (i.e., indivisible).
Processes
A process contains a set of variables and a sequence of statements. It has the form
[variable _declarations; ] statement__list end name A process executes one statement at a time and terminates when its statement list terminates. The variables declared within a process are local to it and hence can be accessed only by the statements within the process. Processes can also declare operations by means of input statements (see Section 2.4). Operations are automatically exported from the process; they can be invoked by processes in the same resource, and, if exported from the resource, they can be invoked by processes in other resources. Together, processes and input statements allow mutually exclusive operations to be programmed. In fact, processes are the sole mechanism needed for mutual exclusion. If a range is specified in the process heading, a family of identical processes is created, one for each value in the range. Within an instance, the special variable myprocess contains the identity of the process. The resource name and index identify the resource that defined the operation; they may be omitted if there is no ambiguity. The operation name and process index identify the specific operation; the process index is omitted if the operation is implemented by a single process. An invocation statement requests execution of the named operation and specifies a set of actual parameters. If the operation is invoked by call, the invoking process delays until the operation has been executed by the process that declares it (see below). If the operation is invoked by send, the invoking process may proceed as soon as the actual parameter values have been saved or transmitted. The invoking process controls whether or not it wishes to be delayed, subject to possible restrictions specified with define (see Section 2.2). If the operation returns results through its parameters, however, the results are lost if the operation is invoked by send. (It is assumed that send is implemented by theoretically unbounded buffering, which implies that a sending process can never know if it is delayed due to buffer congestion.)
Statements
Input Boolean expression is implicitly true). If there are two or more pending invocations of the named operation for which the corresponding Boolean expression is true, the invocations are ordered by the values of the arithmetic expression, with the minimum value first (if the by phrase is omitted, the order is undefined). The guard determines whether or not any invocation of the operation can be executed; the arithmetic expression determines which invocation is to be executed first. Therefore, the guard specifies a correctness constraint, and the arithmetic expression specifies a scheduling constraint that applies once the correctness constraint is satisfied. Execution of an input statement proceeds as follows. If at least one of the operation guards is true, an arbitrary one is chosen, the first of the pending invocations is selected (as determined by the arithmetic expression), and the corresponding statement list is executed. Otherwise, the input statement is delayed until at least one of the operation guards becomes true. The input statement terminates when one of the operation commands has been executed; if the operation was called, the appropriate call statement also terminates.
Operation parameter passing is assumed to have value or value/result (for var parameters) semantics. In particular, the value of each formal parameter becomes that of the corresponding actual parameter when an invoked operation is selected, and, if the operation was called, the value of each actual result parameter becomes that of the corresponding vat formal parameter when the invocation terminates. It is assumed that actual vat parameters do not overlap. Parameter passing is therefore semantically equivalent to executing multiple assignment statements on invocation and return. Formal parameters are assumed to be declared in the same manner as in PASCAL procedures [37] .
Operations are declared within executable input statements rather than as procedures because this allows one to implement and enforce orders on the execution of operations. (They can, in fact, be declared in more than one input statement, as is shown below.) Synchronization conditions are specified by Boolean expressions rather than explicit signaling since this leads to more comprehensible programs [22, 24] ; explicit synchronization by signaling, if required, can be built using input and invocation. Scheduling constraints are specified by arithmetic expressions associated with operations in order to provide a concise tool for selecting among a set of operations that vary only in the values of their parameters. ni Waits until P is invoked and sern > 0 or until V is invoked. Then the value of sere is either decremented or incremented by one. If embedded in a nonterminating loop, this statement defines and implements the semaphore P and V operations [9] , assuming that P is invoked by call. Note that, as given, the in statement only preserves the invariant sere > 0; it does not specify any constraint on which of P or V is executed if both operation guards are true. Scheduling constraints can be programmed using the techniques shown in Examples 2.4 and 2.5.
These two input statements implement a single-slot mailbox [17] . The first statement puts a message in the box when deposit is invoked (by send or call). The second statement returns the contents of the box when fetch is invoked (by call). Note that special variables, such as an empty flag, do not appear in this solution; the order of deposit and fetch is controlled by the order of the two input statements. Achieving the synchronization is the responsibility of the implementation.
Example 2.3 in getforks(i: integer) and -~eating[i • 1] and -~eating[i e 1] --* eating[i] := true [3 releaseforks(i: integer) ~ eating[i] := false ni
This statement implements the allocator in a solution to the dining philosophers problem [9] , assuming that getforks is invoked by call. Eating records the status of each philosopher, and • and ~ are modulo addition and subtraction. Note that the Boolean expression in the getforks operation references the value of i, the actual parameter.
Example 2.4 in request(amount: integer) by amount ~ skip ni
Waits until request is invoked (by call). Pending requests are ordered by the values of their actual parameters; when request is selected, an invocation with the minimum value for amount is executed. This statement implements a shortest-job-next scheduler (or a first-come, first-served scheduler if amount is a clock value).
Variables and Expressions
Variables are assumed to be declared analogously to the way they are declared in PASCAL [37] . The examples in subsequent sections will use basic types, such as Boolean and integer, and structured types, such as arrays.
Expressions in statements can refer to any variable local to the process containing the expression, the permanent variables of the enclosing resource, or, in the case of input statements, any formal parameter in the operation command containing the expression. Expressions within a process can also reference one special attribute that is implicitly associated with each operation declared by the process: ?operation__name--the number of pending invocations of the named operation. This allows a programmer to test for the presence of an invocation; one use is shown below. (It is assumed that reading and changing the value of ?operation__name are atomic operations.) This statement modifies Example 2.1 (semaphores) to give preference to P operations. An invocation of V is executed only if sere = 0 (in which case P cannot be executed) or if there are no pending invocations of P.
Initialization and Termination
Execution of an SR program begins with the concurrent execution of the initialization statements in each resource. Once this has been completed, each process is executed concurrently with the others. It is assumed that, if a process is not blocked, it eventually gets to execute, namely, it gets a chance to make progress. A process is blocked if it is delayed at a call or in statement.
A program terminates when every process either has terminated or is blocked. A process terminates normally if it completes execution of its statement list; it terminates abnormally if all guards in an alternative command are false. It is the programmer's responsibility to program for termination. In some applications it may be desirable to program so that each process completes its statement list. In others, such as operating system utilities, it may be desirable to have some service processes repeatedly wait for input and block permanently when all users of the service have terminated. In short, if some processes are blocked when a program terminates, it may have been intended, or it may indicate the existence of deadlock.
COMMUNICATION
Two processes communicate directly if one defines an operation that the other invokes. Direct communication is either synchronous and unbuffered, if the operation is called, or asynchronous and potentially buffered, if the operation is sent. Synchronous communication is employed when the invoking process needs to wait for the operation to be completed before proceeding, for example, when the operation returns results. Asynchronous communication is employed when the invoking process merely passes on a value, for example, in a pipelined computation such as the coroutine examples described in [19] . These two basic communication facilities can also be combined to implement more complex communication protocols. This section presents implementations of two such protocols. [17] Suppose that one or more producer processes wish to send messages to several consumer processes and that any consumer can receive any message sent by a producer. (For example, the consumers provide identical services.) The problem is to program a buffer resource with a bound of, say, 10 slots. Producer processes deposit messages in the buffer; consumer processes receive messages from the buffer when they are available. To minimize delays, deposit and receive should be able to access the buffer concurrently when possible. This solution illustrates a resource having two processes that share common variables (buffer, slots, and msgs). Deposit can be executed when the buffer is not full; receive can be executed when the buffer is not empty. Since deposit is declared in one process, deposits are mutually exclusive (at most one at a time can be executed); the same is true of receive. Since deposit and receive are implemented by different processes, however, they may execute concurrently when there are both free slots and available messages. The solution works correctly, since it is assumed that references to the shared variables are atomic and neither process invalidates the synchronization constraint of the other. Although one could place deposit and receive in the same process and thereby make them mutually exclusive, it is not necessary to do so. A basic tenet of SR is to allow the solution that is most appropriate for a given application or hardware architecture to be programmed. One must take care when processes are allowed to share variables, but many problems such as this one can be correctly, efficiently, and clearly solved by using shared variables.
Parallel Bounded Buffer
Client/Server Rendezvous
Suppose there are several clients that require service from any one of several identical servers (e.g., file servers or command processes). When a client needs service, it calls GetService, passing appropriate parameters and receiving a rendezvous number as a return value. At some later time, the client calls WaitDone to await completion of the requested service; the rendezvous number is passed to WaitDone, and appropriate results are returned. The problem is to outline the actions of the servers and to program a rendezvous resource that coordinates the clients and servers. This problem illustrates the use of nested input statements to coordinate operations invoked by different processes. In StartService, a client and server rendezvous as soon as there are calls to both GetService and GetTask. Once the rendezvous has occurred, parameters are passed, and a rendezvous number (rid) is returned to both the client and the server. The Completion process synchronizes the completion of service and the return of results. As programmed, it can only process one completion at a time, since it waits for the client of rendezvous rid1 to call WaitDone. As a result, the solution given delays other clients who may be waiting for an already completed task. This can be remedied by having the Completion process store the rendezvous numbers of completed tasks so that it can accept calls to WaitDone for any completed task. Alternately, if clients are in identical resources, they could each define and accept (by means of in) a completion operation that is called directly by the server (assuming the client's index is passed to the server).
SCHEDULING AND ALLOCATION
Efficient scheduling and allocation of shared resources is one of the most important concerns of parallel systems. In this section, three familiar scheduling and allocation problems are considered: readers/writers, database transactions, and a disk head scheduler. They illustrate different uses of processes and input statements and different kinds of scheduling disciplines.
Readers/Writers [8]
Two groups of processes, readers and writers, share a database. To protect the integrity of the database, at most one writer at a time may access it, and no reader may examine the database while a writer is altering it; readers, however, may access the database concurrently. To ensure eventual access, no reader or writer should be delayed indefinitely. The assumed user interface and implementation of the allocator are described following the solution. An important attribute of this solution which is not present in numerous other proposed solutions [4, 8, 20] is that the Readers Writers resource encapsulates the use of the database. Outside Readers Writers, processes only see read and write operations; inside, instances of the R W process provide the required concurrency and use the allocator to guarantee that access is correctly scheduled.
Database Transactions
The previous example considered ways to synchronize the reading and writing of single database records. In database applications, however, processing a user transaction may require reading or writing several records. In order to ensure the integrity and consistency of the database, it is necessary to synchronize entire transactions, not just individual reads and writes. Assume that processing a transaction consists of first requesting read or write access to the database, then invoking (possibly several) read or write operations, and finally releasing control of the database. The problem is to modify the Readers Writers resource of the previous example to meet these constraints and to ensure that the database is requested before it is accessed. Again, this solution encapsulates the database. In addition, it illustrates the utility of being able to accept input operations at different places in the body of a process, in this case to ensure that each user of Transactions first does request, then access the database, and then releases it. The solution also illustrates how the process construct can be used to specify a family of coroutines, one for each user of Transactions. The reader is encouraged to use these techniques to program a solution to the buffer allocation problem described in [20, pp. 554-555].
Disk Scheduling
A different kind of scheduling problem occurs with a moving-head disk. Assume that a disk resource defines a doIO operation that is invoked when processes wish to read from or write to the disk. In order to utilize the disk efficiently, it is necessary to reduce excessive head movement, which means it is necessary to be able to order the execution of doIO operations when more than one is pending. Assume that one parameter to doIO is c, the index of the cylinder to be accessed. To minimize head movement, the disk should select the invocation of doIO for which c is closest to the current head position. In the above solution, the driver schedules itself; no separate scheduling process is required. The specific scheduling desired is specified by the arithmetic expression abs(c -position), which results in the execution of the invocation of doIO closest to the current head position.
Although the above solution minimizes head movement and is generally preferred, it can lead to starvation (some pending invocation of doIO may be repeatedly bypassed if traffic is heavy). Several other scheduling algorithms which preclude starvation have been proposed [35] . The most popular are CSCAN, which services requests "ahead" of the current position until there are no more and then starts over at position 1, and SCAN (elevator), which services requests in one direction until there are no more and then reverses direction. To use CSCAN instead of the above minimum-seek-time scheduling algorithm, all that is changed is the scheduling expression, which becomes by (c -position) mod maxcylinder (assuming mod can take negative arguments). The reader is encouraged to write a scheduling expression that implements the elevator algorithm. (Hint: use the function sign (n), which returns I if n _ 0 and -1 if n < 0.)
MISCELLANEOUS
The previous examples presented solutions to a variety of typical operating system and database problems. Since SR is intended to be useful for programming parallel computations ranging from device control to user utilities, this section presents two final examples: a CRT controller and a parallel sorting algorithm.
CRT Display
As an example of hardware control, consider a CRT that displays on a screen points stored in a grid array. A refresh process within the CRT controller continuously writes points on the screen; in parallel, another process accepts update operations and alters the grid. The refresh and update processes can execute in parallel, since a new update merely overwrites the screen. Assume that writept initiates writing a point on the screen and that the CRT generates an interrupt after each point is written. This solution illustrates a general approach to device control and interrupt handling. After writing a point, refresh calls the interrupt handler operation waitint. Assuming the actual I/O interrupts cause the interrupt operation to be invoked (by a run-time kernel), the IH process in IntHandler synchronizes waitint with the interrupt.
Parallel Sorting
Sorting is a canonical example of a library program, and many parallel sorting algorithms have recently been proposed [18] . One specific algorithm that sorts an array of size N (0 < N <_ 100) into ascending order in linear time using N processes is shown below. The solution illustrates pipelined communication among instances of a process family. In the above solution, the starter process defines the sort operation, which takes an array and size as parameters. The starter process looks at each element of the array, stores the smallest element in B [1] , and sends all other elements to the first instance of sorter. Each sorter process accepts a stream of elements from its predecessor, saves the smallest (in B[myprocess] ), and sends all others on to its successor. When the last instance of sorter (the one with myprocess = N) receives an array element, sorting is complete; so starter is sent a done signal. Starter returns the sorted array; then it waits for another call of sort.
DISCUSSION
The most important aspects of any parallel programming language are (1) the nature of and relations among its modules and (2) its mechanisms for communication and synchronization. In these areas, SR presents three new constructs: resources, operations, and input statements. In this section, the characteristics of these constructs and their relationship to other language proposals are discussed. In addition, semantic issues are discussed, and an implementation is outlined.
Resources
The resource construct is the means for encapsulating processes and the variables they share. Its name and internal structure are both indicative of its correspondence to physical resources, since both software and hardware systems contain groups of processes (processors) that share variables (memory) and are connected by communication paths (lines). At one extreme, a resource (or collection of resources) can be used to implement a large object such as a node in a computer network; at the other, it can implement a small object such as a semaphore.
The structure of a resource is similar to that of ADA's task modules [32] and Liskov's guardians [27] . The main difference is that resources and processes cannot be arbitrarily nested. The reason for this restriction is to make it easier to identify shared variables and thereby to make it easier to understand their use. In the author's opinion, the relationship between resources, namely, the ways in which they are connected by communication paths, is easier to understand if it is described by something like Concurrent PASCAL's access rights [5] rather than by lexical nesting. Whether this approach is adequate for constructing complex systems remains to be seen.
Processes
The process construct combines the conventional concept of a process as an active program with the concept of a coroutine. Processes can execute independently, have master/slave relationships, form a pipeline, or interact as coroutines. For example, the processes within the Rendezvous resource (Section 3.2) and CRT resource (Section 5.1) execute independently; the driver process in the disk resource (Section 4.3) is a slave of its users; the sorter processes in Arraysort (Section 5.2) form a pipeline; and the R and W processes in the Transactions resource (Section 4.2) are coroutines with respect to their users.
Process families provide a way for several other processes to share the same set of concurrently executing operations. The construct is similar to those in [4, 19, 32] . Because processes in a resource can share permanent resource variables, process families also provide the means for allowing identical resource operations to access shared storage concurrently. Operations in process families can therefore be used like procedures. Unlike Distributed Processes or ADA, however, SR does not contain procedures. The reason is that it does not make much sense to have nonlocal procedures in a distributed environment, since they must be implemented by a process or similar construct anyway. In short, the process concept appears to be the essential one for distributed computations.
Together, resources and processes generalize the concepts of monitors [5, 20, 28] , classes [5] , and modules [36] . If a resource contains only one process, it is like a monitor, since only that one process can access the resource variables. If a resource has permanent variables and contains a process family, it is like a regular (i.e., noninterface) MODULA module [36] , since there are several concurrently executing instances of the process that share the variables. If a resource contains one process family but has no permanent variables, it is like a Concurrent PASCAL class [5] , since there are several instances of the process but each has access only to its own private variables. Since a resource may contain permanent variables and more than one process, however, other combinations of mutual exclusion and concurrency can also be implemented. This was illustrated by examples such as the parallel bounded buffer (Section 3.1), readers/writers (Section 4.1), database transactions (Section 4.2), and CRT controller (Section 5.1).
Operations
As mentioned in Section 1, there are three basic kinds of process interaction mechanisms: monitors, buffered messages, and unbuffered messages. Although Lauer and Needham [25] have shown that these methods are duals in the sense that each can be used to implement the others, each has its particular advantages. Monitors are useful when a process must be delayed until the action implemented by a monitor procedure has been completed or when results are to be returned; they are well suited to building hierarchical systems on machines with shared memory. By contrast, message passing is well suited to programming systems of basically independent modules that do not share memory but requires that all passing of information between modules be by value. Unbuffered messages do not require intermediate storage for messages but do necessitate delaying the sender of a message until the message has been received; buffered messages are just the opposite. The reason for choosing one method over the other depends on the nature of the application and the hardware on which it is to execute. Since there is a wide variety of applications and hardware architectures, no single one of these methods is always ideal.
To overcome these limitations and give the designer of a system the option of choosing the approach that is best suited for a specific problem, operations combine aspects of both procedures and message passing. Operations are declared in the same way as procedures: they have formal parameters, some of which may return results, and a statement list. Operations can also be invoked in the same way as procedures using the call Statement; this allows the invoking process to delay until the operation has completed {when it is necessary to do so) and to receive results from the operation if there are any. Operations also contain aspects of message passing, since they cause information to be passed from one process to another and may be sent when it is not necessary to wait for a reply.
Input Statements
The final new idea of SR is the input statement. The input statement allows a process to wait for (possibly) several operations, to control which of the operations can be executed (using Boolean expressions for synchronization), and to control the order in which multiple invocations of the same operation are executed (using arithmetic expressions for scheduling}. An input statement is therefore like a collection of conditional critical regions [6, 21] . Since operations are declared within statements, however, the declaring process can order the operations sequentially as well as synchronize them. This was used to advantage in the mailbox (Example 2.2) and database transactions (Section 4.2} solutions. In addition, the same operation name can appear in more than one input statement, which capability was used in the sorting program (Section 5.2) to do initialization on the first invocation of operation next.
Input statements are similar to ADA select/accept statements [32] . They are more expressive, however, since they allow formal parameters to be referenced in the synchronization expression and may include scheduling expressions. As illustrated by the dining philosophers problem (Example 2.3), shortest-job-next scheduler {Example 2.4), and disk scheduler {Section 4.3), this leads to a concise specification of synchronization and scheduling constraints and avoids the need for programming scheduling queues {which, however, must exist in the implementation, as described in Section 6.6). The idea behind using arithmetic expressions for scheduling is to have a programming notation for scheduling that is as convenient and expressive as Boolean expressions are for synchronization. The actual mechanism is similar to that proposed in [34] . Here scheduling expressions have been limited to simple arithmetic expressions; were the language to include functions, the scheduling expression could in general contain function calls, which would allow complex scheduling decisions to be made.
Input statements also provide a means for implementing path expressions, which are a way to specify allowable sequences of operations [7, 16] . Operations can be sequentially ordered by defining them in sequentially ordered input statements; operations can be repeated by enclosing them in a loop; and operations can be concurrently executed by defining them in separate processes. SR shares with path expressions the philosophy that flexible combinations of concurrency and synchronization should be allowed; it differs in that it reflects the view that complex synchronization and scheduling requirements are best expressed with the operations (but not within them as is the case with monitors) rather than separately.
Semantic Concepts
A contemporary rule of thumb in language design is that, if a language construct has a complex proof rule, then it is undoubtedly difficult to understand and to use. Although formal proof rules for SR have not yet been developed, the concern for being able to develop clear proof rules has influenced the language design. The sequential statements are those used by Dijkstra; so they have the same axioms and rules as his do [10] . Since processes have the same form as in other languages, they also have the same effect; in particular, the effect of a process is the composition of the effects of its component statements. The new constructs for which proof rules need to be developed are invocation statements, input statements, and resources. In addition, means for combining the proofs of processes and resources need to be developed. The next few paragraphs identify the main issues that must be addressed and present some preliminary ideas.
To the invoking process, a call statement has the effect of a procedure call: values are passed to the operation, the caller waits for the operation to be executed, and results are returned. The proof rule for call should therefore be similar to that for a procedure call with value/result parameter passing semantics. The difference is that the operation could be implemented by more than one input statement, perhaps with different bodies. If this is the case, the visible effect of the operation assumed by the caller must be satisfied by the process that implements it. This undoubtedly requires a proof concept similar to satisfaction [26] or cooperation [2] , which is also needed to develop proofs of programs written in CSP. The other invocation statement, send, has no visible effect in the invoking process since the message is buffered in a theoretically infinite buffer. Formally, this means that the postcondition (result assertion) of send must be implied by its precondition. {Since an actual implementation has to impose some bound on the amount of buffer storage, however, a run-time exception could occur as the result of buffer overflow; this is similar to the fact that integers are theoretically unbounded, but, when implemented, they are of finite size.)
The other new statement is the input statement, which is the most powerful and complex of the statements. The effect of an input statement is a combination of the effects of procedures, alternation, and ordering. With respect to partial correctness, an input statement can execute when one of its guards is true; its execution results in possible changes to parameters and other variables global to the operation. Suppose an input statement has the form in opl(formalsl) and B1 --* $1 0 , . .
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Let P be the precondition for in and R/be an assertion about the input values of formals/. Then the effect of in is described by the proof rule To show absence of deadlock of an entire program is in general a difficult task that requires a technique like the one that Levin has developed for CSP [26] .
To prove formally that an input statement meets specified scheduling properties is an even more difficult task. In SR, scheduling constraints can be expressed by use of the by phrase; so in general its use affects scheduling properties. Note, however, that by only affects selection among multiple, acceptable invocations of an operation; hence it does not affect partial correctness or lead to blocking. The most promising approach to dealing with scheduling properties is temporal logic [30, 31] , but the use of temporal logic is still in its infancy and is just now being applied to concurrent programs.
Given axioms and proof rules, a proof for each process can be developed. Unfortunately, the axioms and rules can be applied only if the statements in the process meet certain atomicity constraints with respect to access to shared variables. If processes are disjoint, as in CSP [19] , then there are no shared variables; so every reference to a variable is automatically atomic since no other process can reference it. In SR, however, processes can directly reference permanent resource variables. In addition, the special variable ?opname associated with each operation is also a shared variable, since it is incremented whenever opname is invoked and decremented whenever opname is executed by an input statement. In Section 2, it was stated that each reference to such a shared variable is assumed to be atomic.
In order for the assignment axiom and the proof rules for the other statements to be meaningful, however, it is also necessary to impose further atomicity restrictions on assignment statements and expression evaluation. One could assume that every assignment or expression is an indivisible operation (as seen by other processes), but this restriction is overly harsh since it limits concurrency and imposes high execution overhead. A weaker restriction is to require that every assignment or expression refer at most once to at most one variable that could be altered by another process [29] . This restriction is not quite strong enough for if, do, and in statements, however. Consider the statement Given proofs of each process, the remaining concern is showing noninterference [29] . Two proofs interfere if an assertion in one can be invalidated by an assignment statement in the other. Since processes in different resources are disjoint, they cannot interfere except in the use of ?opname or auxiliary variables that are introduced in the proof [29] . Within a resource, however, processes can interfere in their use of permanent resource variables. In practice, this means that no process can assume that a shared variable has a specific, single value; rather, a process can only contain weaker assertions about the possible values each shared variable could have. For example, in Section 3.1, it may be assumed that (slots -msgs) > 0 at the start of deposit (since fetch only increments slots) but not that slots has any specific value. This observation also holds true for references to ?opname; if a process finds that ?opname has a value, say zero, it may assume in subsequent statements only that ?opname is greater than or equal to zero, since another process could have invoked opname after ?opname was evaluated.
Implementation
The remaining issue of concern when a new language notation is proposed is how efficiently it can be implemented. An experimental translator, which produces MODULA code, was implemented two years ago and used for initial experiments [1] . A compiler for a full language built around the mechanisms described here is currently near completion. (The full language adds data type, dynamic access control, device control, and separate compilation mechanisms.) Implementation of the four sequential statements is straightforward. The challenge is to implement invocation and input statements, processes, and resources. An implementation of these constructs is outlined below. First, a single processor implementation is described, and then the extensions needed to support multiple processors are discussed.
Each process has local data and code segments. Processes in the same resource also share a segment containing permanent resource variables (if there are any). Global to all processes are a communication area, operation queues, and a kernel. The communication area is used to store operation parameters and is subdivided into two parts: one for call parameters and one for (buffered) send parameters. Each process has its own call area, which is statically allocated; processes share the send area, which is dynamically allocated. There is one operation queue per operation; it contains a linked list of pending invocations. The kernel schedules processes and provides primitives for process synchronization as well as for manipulating the send area and the operation queues. The specific kernel primitives are identified below.
A call statement is implemented as follows. First, the actual parameters are evaluated and stored in the calling process' part of the call communication area (the size of which is determined at compile time and is sufficient for any call the process makes). Then the process executes the kernel invoke primitive, passing the address of its communication area, the identity of the invoked operation, and the kind of invocation ("call"). The invoke primitive links the parameters onto the appropriate operation queue, blocks the calling process, awakens the process that implements the invoked operation (if it is blocked and is waiting for the operation), and schedules a new process for execution. The calling process remains blocked until the operation has been executed (see below). Once awakened, it retrieves result parameters, if any, from its call communication area and continues execution.
Send is implemented in a similar fashion. The differences are that a kernel primitive to allocate buffer space is called before the actual parameters are stored in the communication area, that invoke does not block the sending process, and that there are no result parameters. (The allocate primitive may need to block the process, however, if there is not sufficient free buffer storage at present.)
The invocation statement is not only the most powerful and semantically complex, it is also the most complex to implement! For each input statement in a process, the compiler generates a mask that identifies the operations within the input statement and produces code that works as follows. For each operation indicated by the mask, the process checks the operation queue. If the queue is not empty, the Boolean expression is evaluated to see if any operation on the queue can be executed. If one can, the first or appropriate one (if by is present) is selected and executed (see below). If the operation queue is empty or if no pending operation satisfies the Boolean expression, the next operation in the input statement is checked as above. If no operation can be executed, the process calls the kernel wait primitive and is blocked until there is a possibility it can proceed, which usually results from a new invocation of an operation for which it is waiting. (Without going into detail, suffice it to say that care has been taken to awaken a blocked process only if it could possibly execute the invoked operation).
Once an executable operation has been found, the body of the operation is executed. The actual parameters remain in the global communication area, however; formal parameters are merely a template over the communication area. After the body of the operation has been executed, the kernel reply primitive is called. If the executed operation was invoked by call, the calling process is awakened; if the operation was invoked by send, the buffer area containing the parameters is deallocated (which may result in awakening a process waiting to execute send).
The chief source of overhead in this implementation is the searching and testing involved in finding and scheduling an executable operation in an input statement. This overhead does not appear to be excessive, although final judgment cannot be made until the implementation is completed and measurements are performed. In any case, searching and testing is done outside the kernel and is extensive only when an input statement contains complex synchronization or scheduling expressions. Less expressive mechanisms are less expensive to implement, but they require that a programmer explicitly build and maintain queues in order to solve scheduling problems. Since queues duplicate information already present in the above implementation, we conjecture that our implementation will be nearly as efficient as a hand-coded one. If so, there is a net gain for the programmer.
The above implementation can be readily extended to support multiple processors. If the processors share memory, the only changes are to the kernel, which then must be executed as a critical section and must be able to schedule processes on several processors. If the processors do not share memory but rather are connected by a communications network, the major change is to add mechanisms to support interprocessor communication. Our plan is to implement resources, processes, and input statements as above, which implies that each resource is implemented on one processor in the network. Invocation of operations local to the processor will also be handled as above. To support remote invocations, there will be two communication processes, which will be automatically loaded with the kernel on each processor. One communication process will handle output messages that result from call, send, or replies. The other will handle incoming messages. In the invoking process, an invocation statement will be implemented the same way whether it is local or remote. The difference is that a remote invocation will be inserted on an operation queue for the communication process that handles output. The communication process will subsequently send a message, which contains the identity of the invocation and its parameters, to the appropriate destination processor, where it will be received by that processor's input communication process and inserted on the appropriate operation queue as if it had been invoked within the other processor. Replies and result parameters will come back in a similar way. Again, the overhead incurred in this implementation is not yet known but will be measured as soon as the implementation is completed in mid-1981. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has presented a new approach to parallel programming. Equally important, it has also attempted to explain the philosophy on which the choice of language mechanisms is based. The use of the mechanisms has been illustrated by the solutions of a variety of parallel programming problems, and the main language concepts have been related to other language proposals. The examples considered here are only a small subset of those that have been programmed.
Although the focus has been on illustrating the use and hence the expressive power of the mechanisms, concern for semantic and implementation issues has also influenced their design, as discussed in Section 6. As mentioned, a full programming language built around the concepts has been designed and is currently being implemented. In addition, work on developing a formal semantics of the language is underway.
